
 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

For immediate release 

14-11-2018 

“SACRUM DONUM” 

GOLD MEDAL AWARDED, ORGANIC, EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL 

IS LAUNCHED AT THE NORDIC FINE FOOD MARKET 

 

“SACRUM DONUM” (SACRED GIFT), gold medal awarded, organic, extra virgin olive oil of the Greek company 

“ANOPAEA ORGANIC ESTATE” is launched at the Nordic Fine Food Market through the NORDIC ORGANIC 

FOOD FAIR 2018 at Malmo-Sweden, 14-15 November 2018. The product will be in exhibition at stand G21F 

and tasting will be available for those interested. 

“SACRUM DONUM”, is a unique ultra-premium, organic, extra virgin olive because “ANOPAEA ORGANIC 

ESTATE” (as a small, family run company) takes care of everything, starting from the cultivation of the olive 

trees to olive picking, olive oil production, standardization and sales. 

 The company has its own olive grove from where its own olives are produced 

 The olive grove is a single, family run olive grove 

 It is semi-mountainous, totally unirrigated and totally unsprayed. Totally organic!!! 

 Green olives are very early harvested by hand 

 The olive oil is “cold” (<27o C) extracted, solely by mechanical methods 

 Unfiltered, the olive oil is bottled by physical flow, in numbered bottles of limited production 



Because of its aromatic and tasteful character, “SACRUM DONUM” has already been awarded three 

medals at three international olive oil competitions, since its official launch in January 2018, namely: 

- GOLD MEDAL at the “KOTINOS 2018” INTERNATIONAL OLIVE OIL COMPETITION, that was held in 
Athens 2018/03/11, at the category “ORGANIC OLIVE OILS”. 

- BRONZE MEDAL at the “ATHENA 2018” INTERNATIONAL OLIVE OIL COMPETITION, that was held in 
Athens & Delphi 2018/03/26-28. 

- BRONZE MEDAL at the “LONDON 2018” INTERNATIONAL OLIVE OIL COMPETITION, that was held in 
London 2018/04/13-16. 

“SACRUM DONUM” will be presented at the event by the company’s communication and sales manager 

Mr. Kavalieratos Christos-Stavros (Mobile phone: 00306974442326, email: anopaea@hotmail.com) with his 

colleagues. You can contact him for the arrangement of a B2B meeting during the event at their stand G21F 

and for tasting of their “SACRUM DONUM”. More information concerning the company and the product can 

be found on their website: www.anopaea.gr 

###Ends### 

 

 

 

Notes to editors: 

1. For further press information please contact Mr. Kavalieratos Christos-Stavros (Mobile phone: 

00306974442326, email: anopaea@hotmail.com). 

2. Photography to support the release is available upon request. 

3. “ANOPAEA ORGANIC ESTATE” contact details: Farm: Mendenitsa, Kallidromo Mt.,Fthiotida, 

Greece. Offices: 57, Ger. Vasiliadi str, 35008, Kamena Vourla, Fthiotida, Greece.  

4. Email: anopaea@hotmail.com Website: www.anopaea.gr anopaea     sacrum.donum 

 

 


